CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1. Conclusion

Sign language is the facility of the human communication to interact with other people. For the deaf impairment children, they use the special way by using sign language feature to communicate and explore the language because they are very difficult to receive the sound. In the getting the language, deaf children have different process in acquiring and exploring the language with the normal children.

In the research analysis, the writer found some features of sign language that are used by Angel. The first is finger spelling that is found when Angel introduces her name in front of the class and repeats her friend’s name by using fingers. The second is spatial grammar and simultaneity which is used to inform and express Angel’s feeling to other people around her. The third is placement which is found when Angel says and tells about the place where she sees directly. The fourth is non-manual feature, it is one of the feature happens when Angel uses her mouth, eyes and head. The fifth is handling/gasping which is very useful for Angel to tell about the action using the hands by holding something. The sixth is flat surface that happens when Angel tell about the flat thing to her father when she got injured on her forehead. One of these features, the most domination is spatial grammar and simultaneity because Angel always informs her feeling to the other people by using this feature.
Furthermore, the writer also found the stages of Angel in acquiring and exploring the language using sign language which passed by Angel based on *Ayah, Mengapa Aku Berbeda?* movie. Those stages are pre-linguistic stage, stage of vocal development, single words until two words sentences, pointing gestures development of vocabulary and multi word combinations and she knows about every statement. The writer did not only find the features that are used by Angel and the stage in acquiring and exploring the language using sign language but also another way such as writing way to communicate and explaining Angel’s statement.

5.2. **Suggestion**

From this study, the researcher has found some features of sign language that are used by Angel based on this movie. Then, he also found the process of Angel in acquiring and exploring the language using sing language from she was born until she has been adult through her environment and her parents. She can pass her language stages.

The finding is not complete enough especially in the features of sign language. The researcher has not found all features that are used by Angel based on this movie. Then the researcher hopes for the next researchers who want to use this topic about sign language, they can find completely about this topic especially the features of sign language.

It is not only about that, the writer also suggests for the next researcher can conduct the research based on the same object by using
different themes or other theories. By using other themes or other theories, the next researchers can enrich or complete more things about the features of sign language and the language process study.